Introducing Conduit Covers
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A Universal Cover for Hoses, Pipes,
Lines, Fittings and Connectors

Universal Protection

Reduces Inventory Costs

Conduit Covers provide short-term
alternative solutions to capping
and plugging open lines. This
innovative solution quickly and
effectively covers the ends of all
types and sizes of hoses, pipes,
lines, fittings, and connectors to
prevent contamination ingression
and environmental damage.

Because of its "one size fits
all" nature, your inventory
costs and management
expense will be reduced.
Instead of having to order
and track a variety of plastic
caps and plugs of various
sizes. You can order fewer
units but remain confident
that covers will be available
in inventory when needed.

With Conduit Covers,
technicians never have to
worry about having the right
size of plastic cap or plug.
Nor do they have to stop
work to return to a depot
location to obtain the correct
size cap or plug if it is not on
their truck.
Creates Market
Differentiation

Designed as an interim protection
tool, Conduit Covers are often
For companies and OEM
described as the universal cap and Cuts Labor Costs
technicians, the high
plug.
visibility of Conduit Covers
Conduit Covers come presignals the customer that
packaged in a heavy-duty
Conduit Covers are currently
you are truly dedicated to
slide seal bag that is easily
available in three sizes: 4"x5,"
the protection of vital
8"x8" and 12"x12." Each includes stored on a shelf, truck, or in machine components.
a built-in, lockable tie strap. Their a tote tray.
proprietary polyethylene blend
provides a high degree of pliability,
"What a great idea! Conduit Covers enabled us to
durability, and protection.

exceed our stringent contamination control
requirements and goals. This is one of the best
products we have for contamination control due to
its ease of use." Jim Champany, General Service Manager Hawthorne
Machinery, San Diego Caterpillar Dealer

Usable Almost Anywhere
Conduit Covers' patented products
are applicable for a variety of
industries. Our unique approach
to protecting openings and
sensitive connectors against
debris and moisture has already
gained a loyal following.
www.conduitcovers.com

inquirycc@conduitcovers.com

(800) 513-1618

Conduit Covers
Simply a Better Solution!

Conduit Plastic Adhesive
Covers Caps &
Tape
Plugs

Shop
Towels
or Rags

Quickly installs over a multitude of open end sizes;
ensures availability and saves time searching for the
proper size.
"One size fits all" design reduces inventory costs and
simplifies inventory management.
Can be used as storage device to hold miscellaneous
hardware during disassembly.
Optional private label branding.
Eliminates the hassles of cleaning used caps and plugs
when attempting to reuse later.
Eliminates possibility of plastic contamination or
ingression when a cap or plug is not removed prior to
reassembly.
Packaged in a heavy duty slide seal slider bag, thereby
eliminating the need to purchase divider boxes or other
means of storage. Furthermore, the slider seal package
keeps the product clean and free of contaminants.
Ability to write on outside of cover allows product to be
used as an identification device.
Reduces the need to use chemicals such as brake cleaner
and solvents to clean the ends of hoses or lines prior to
reassembly.
Accommodates thermal expansion, In contrast, plastic
caps and plugs often pop out or become removed from the
end of a hose or line from thermal expansion
Non-reusability assures user is installing a contamination
free protection product.
Oil and Solvent resistant.
Recyclable product.
Prevents ground contamination.
Easy to remove.
Masking device for painting or cleaning.
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